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They get it wrong because.. the current date of the day has to be
computed. Second step is copy paste the date using proper

coding in VBScript. This will give the date in the old format as in
'ddd MMM yy' for a date in the 21st Century. so the format it set

like below. 'Sat Oct 28 00:00:00 2013' Now we write a new code in
VBScript that will convert date in this format to current date.
'dddd MMMM dd' Note: For e.g. Today we have 'Sat Oct 28

00:00:00 2013' means tomorrow would be 'Wed Oct 31 00:00:00
2013'. To get the current date, the old code will also help. '13 Oct
2013 00:00:00' Pasting this value in the new code, the result set
will be as in 'Wed Oct 31 00:00:00 2013'. Check the code for the
conversion, if it doesnt work, comment in the same. Note: Date
format conversion is implemented in the code. The above code

works on the page where it is ran, but only if I clear my cache, by
clicking the word cache in the upper menu, it resets properly. In

my case, the problem still persists. The script should work as
written, w/o clearing the cache. A: When using the

document.execCommand() method, you need to use
document.execCommand('paste') instead of

document.execCommand('copy') But, that isn't the problem.
You're probably running into a cache issue when it's clearing your
cache. Cache clearing is not instant. However, it should only be
clearing your browser cache, not your entire web page. If you
remove the cache part of the cache phrase from the URL bar,

you'll probably find that it works then. The way you've presented
the URL, the page is redirecting to itself, which is causing the
cache to clear. When you use a relative URL, you're able to

circumvent that problem. The Cache related issue: Here's the
script that should work: var newFormat = ""; var date =
document.documentElement.innerText; if (date.indexOf
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